Dear Abhayans!

Abhaya Foundation

12/05/08

Good Day and Greetings to you all. Hope you are doing well and fine with a focus to live happily. Friends!
couple of days back when I was travelling in North India, received a call from one of the Trustees of the
Board of ABHAYA Foundation enquiring whether we can do some help to a family who are facing challenge
in their life. We at once asked him to provide the details of the family and need of the hour with an
assurance to move it forward amongst the circle of abhaya friends and family members across the
country.
Our intention is always one that is we must be available for the good work. Instead of waiting for gods to
come to the rescue of the one who is in suffering! It is better to take a single/little step forward in helping
the needy…god would surely be seen by the beneficiary. With such attitude we had been trying with our
loving hearts to do some good work wherever possible all these years. There are instances where we
could see miracles happened with all our collective will and wisdom. Hence not really bothering about the
outcome of our trails we always put in our best efforts to be of some help to the needy, leaving the rest to
the god to take care.
Hence, abhaya took initiation every time. Here is the mail received from SrI S.V.Hariprasad, Industrialist
and more than that a kind hearted individual always willing to help the needy. Hope you would surely
understand every bit of the communication and respond in your own way.

HERE IT GOES....
Dear Bala,
Further to my telecon with u regarding Mr Jagdish cancer treatment, I am enclosing few important test
reports confirming the cancerous tumour growth in the large intestine portion of the body.
As u know Latha and Jagdish family are not well to do. they have been living with meagre resources by
having small provision shop and to augment the family income, Latha is also working in some private
firms without any job guarantee. Their eldest son Omkar is still studying engineering and she is managing
to pay the college fees with great difficulty and younger one Shrikar is studying in local school.
This problem is detected only last week and its already crossed stage-2, any further delay would be life
threatening. Thus there is an urgent and dire need for an operation. after careful consideration of all pros
and cons, we have admitted Mr Jagdish at Sagar Apollo hospital and the surgery has taken place
yesterday. and now he is in intensive care unit and expected to be there for at least 8-10 days till some
healing has taken place.
Total cost is coming to apx: Rs 5.00 lakhs : Following is the estimated costs as of day

an assurance for no fear

Cost of Tests done at Raghav diagnostic centre: until today: Rs 25,000
Cost of Operation for removal of cancer tumour at Sagar Apollo hospital 1,25,000/Cost of Chemo/Radio therapy : 1,25,000/- (Apx 6-8 sittings costing apx 15,000/- per sitting)
Cost of Cancer Drugs/medicines: 75,000/- (to be given for next 8-12 months)
Cost of Lively hood for next 10 months of rs 1,50,000/- at lest (@15000/- per month)
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We can send all the bills of payments made to above for the accounting purpose of the foundation if needed.

Abhaya Foundation

For the emergency, Latha could arrange apx Rs 60,000 from her own savings and now they are also selling the shop loosing their source
of lively hood as they cannot run it. Mr Jagdish cannot work for next 6-9 months. For this treatment and to take care of the husband and
the family, Latha also had to quit her private job.
We have already helped her by contributing an amount of Rs 1.55 lakhs (50k by my father, 50k by myself , 30k by Ramesh, 25k by Vani
Ravi etc.,) to meet the urgent need for payment of hospital bills immediately after admitting him into the Sagar Apollo. 4 weeks after
the surgery, the chemotherapy will start.
The cost of operation is now taken care by us Now the addition cost of chemotherapy and medicines and the lively hood needs must be
met as their lively hood is also lost for next 9-12 months as there is not going to be any income due to "No shop and No job" !! They
cannot survive this without any external help.
Any further information if required can be provided. Pl check and do what ever that could possibly be done from the foundation with the
support of well wishers as our motto has always been to help suffering individuals first, then our village, then our town and then to our
district and the state and the Nation etc.,
Any help from foundation would be of some solace to the family in distress. and also pray for their survival from this juncture with God's
grace.
Hari prasad SV
Board of Trustees
Abhaya FOUNDATION

abhaya’s appeal
Dear friends! on receipt of the above communication we just shared the information with some of the know people and relatives of the
family under crisis. Our immediate intervention is required now to mobilize at least Rs.1,00,000/-. We could get very encouraging
response from the above people to the tune of Rs.50,000/-. Now we look forward for your kind support in this regard.
You may please do whatever is best possible at your end. Abhaya can provide you the receipts for your support so that you can claim
exemption while you file your tax return under section 80G of IT Act,1961.
LOVE & LIFE
CS.BALACHANDRA SUNKU
PRESIDENT
ABHAYA FOUNDAITON
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